Hand signs / Mudras / Spiritual Gestures / "Celebrities"

Since this topic is a hot topic in some areas, and people see all the "Celebrities" doing these supposed "Satanic" signs, I have to explain what is behind these.

The Jewish use, or Hollywood use, or celebrity use, or spiritual use of these by the enemy, has nothing to do with Satan whatsoever.

First of all the Satanic Hand signs are the actual Mudras. Mudras do have metaphysical effects and act on the metaphysical part of the nervous system or Soul to produce desired effects. The human hands and fingers also relate to the planets, and this is why palmistry is made possible.

As all of us here know, "Jesus" is nothing but an allegory of an imposter "God" for the whole of the "Jewish Race". This thing also symbolizes their "Serpentine energy" and they also wish to materialize this thing with occult energy, in the physical form of a sovereign ruler that will create slavery rule over the whole globe, under a jewish slaver oligarchy of elect jews.

*As you will see here, the Nazarene Jew, "Seed of the Jewish Lot of David", Rabbi Jesus himself- Want-to-be-manifested-Leader and Mossiach of the Jewish Race Slaver Oligarchy, acts on a stolen Mudra:
Now these Mudras are very Ancient and they are very, very powerful. Many of the powers these possess are also "Universal" as this is speaking on the language of the Cosmos. According to Palmistry, the Palm is something we can relate to the Natal Chart and the Soul itself. Its a great divinatory discipline that has been, like everything else, corrupted and destroyed.

For the reason of that the enemy steals absolutely everything from the old Pagan Religions and re-wires this to mean evil things, I can relate some more of the corrupted and blasphemous actions and shows they take to blaspheme the Origin of these Mudras, which comes in Satanism.

Then we have the Mudra with which the "Sheeple" is supposed to "Pray to Jesus". This is called the "Kubera Mudra" and is associated with the Eastern Gods of Wealth. Now all xians are told to, many times a day, and as many times as possible, fixate upon the "Jesus" and "Cross themselves" with that Mudra. Guess where the "Wealth" energy is going...To the object of focus...Who is the Jew, Jesus.

As I related in my other post, if that makes on sense, "Jesus" is just a personification of the Jewish "Kundalini" Serpent, or simple occult force, which gives occult powers to the jews.

*Later on, we have the "Prayer Mudra" which is done by the Christian Sheep. The Prayer Mudra is also called "Namaste Mudra" which means, thanksgiving Mudra. This also has many uses, one of the uses being the channelling of one's energy towards a purpose. Guess who they are praying to when this Mudra is done... The Jews. This is a literal hoax of energy siphoning of Humanity.

This is also "Thanking" the Sky Jew for the pestilence and ignorance it attempts to cause to everyone, everyday. Prayers never manifest, because the energy never really gets anywhere but the Jewish "thoughtform" which feeds from it. Only the very spiritually strong who
unconsciously direct the energy at the actual goal, even if naive xians, do get *SOME* results once in a year or so.
Also, this Mudra produces a sense of balance, so the Christian sheeple assume it was "god" who gave them this sense of balance.

Now as for the "Celebrities".

*First of all, the "OK" or "All Perfect" hand sign.

As its evident in the picture, here we have the "666" which is self-evident in this. This means "perfection" and since the first finger has to do with fire, pointing etc, this has to do with direction of energy towards perfection. Stating that this is the 666 Mudra, is also self-explanatory. Also, this Mudra has to do with the MerKaBa meditation, which has to do with raising one's vibration (and as thus understanding) to a higher level of consciousness. The Thumb is the extra finger that makes us different from apes, and the first finger is the "Ego" finger, the Fire. This makes it so that this means that it shows advancement and perfection. Beliefs can differ, but the meaning remains the same. Jewish celebrities also use this Mudra for obvious reasons of deceit and empowerment to themselves.

The jews of course steal all the things that are from us, brush these on our face,
and tell the "Goyim" (Jewish Term for those who don't have Spiritual Knowledge due to its forcible removal by the Jewish Programs) that its of Satan. Yes, all these are of Satan. But these are stolen and the enemy uses these for their own nefarious purposes.

*We have the gesture in the hands of this kike, which promises "protection". Again, stolen from the East and Egypt. This is called the "AbhaYa Mudra" and it has to do with protection of others. When we want to STOP someone from doing something dangerous, this Mudra comes off as natural body language. This is all subconscious messaging.
*Now as for the "Horns". These are the literal "Horns of Satan" in Mudra, and this is again stolen from the East like with everything else. Of course, the Jews use this Mudra because it's a natural protection Mudra, and to also directly blaspheme and "play cocky" in the "face of Satan", trying to ridicule Satan who is their eternal enemy that always kept them in the bottom. This is to denigrate Him. This Mudra deals with spiritual protection, and is also associated with the planet Saturn, which has to do with protection, reaching the top etc. This also acts for their so called "protection" and also relates to other occult things the Jews do, but I can't go over this in this post.
There are two alterations of this Mudra, one being the "Apan Mudra" (thumb on the bottom of the two fingers) and in the front (over the nails) which the Mudra I talked about.

*Now at the "Triangle" with the hands. This Mudra is related to Jupiter, and also the "Eye of Satan" or the Capstone of the Pyramid. This is associated with the "3rd eye" and also the high state of consciousness and awareness. This is also to relate to their counterparts and the "world" that they "know" and that they are "aware". They literally brag into the face of Humanity for enslaving it, by using stolen information to ascend themselves higher, knowledge that belongs to Satan.

This is why these symbols are used, because they have inherent power, and not because they belong to, have anything to do with the Jews, or because the Jews are any "Illuminati". They are used and utilized to blaspheme the Gods and for the inherent power these possess, but also for confusion game against the Goyim who are naive enough to think that the jews could ever even REMOTELY associate positively with Satan.